Secure sliding door comfort
for life!

PSK 200-Z and PSK 160
Carefully designed hardware technology for parallel slide and tilt
doors in timber, PVC or aluminium

Trust the window expert –
and you’ll be well advised!

It all comes down to technology
Light, air and lots of freedom of movement – that’s
how large parallel slide and tilt doors provide a
high quality of living and quality of life for the whole
family. This is especially true with intelligent hardware
technology from SIEGENIA-AUBI providing safe and
easy operation for many years.
When you decide on a SIEGENIA-AUBI partner you’ve
already taken the most important step: detailed advice
and a competent specialist who puts their faith in the
right technology – so there’s now nothing standing in
the way to make your dreams come true.
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Trouble-free fitting.
The fitting of your new sliding door is carried out more easily and
quickly than you would think. Simply have the process explained
by your window specialist and you’ll soon see.
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PSK 200-Z
Operation becomes child’s play!

Tilt and slide heavy weights more
easily.
With large heavy, sliding doors, everything depends
on first class ease of operation. The technology behind
our new SIEGENIA-AUBI hardware has therefore been
optimised with a view to large parallel slide and tilt
doors. Even sash weights of up 200 kg can easily be
operated with one hand.

lock

tilt

A simple 90° movement of the beautifully shaped
handle will bring the sash automatically and freely into
the tilt position. A further downward twisting movement
and the sash is brought back and it is now child’s play
to slide it to the side.

PSK 200-Z

Sash weights up to 200 kg
Sash widths up to 2000 mm
Sash heights up to 2360 mm
Automatic control of the sash in the tilted position
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slide

PSK 160
Tilt and slide easily and safely.

Stock Rationalisation
Standard tilt and turn window components can be used for the PSK 160
giving you superb performance along with stock rationalisation.
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PSK 160

Sash weights up to 160 kg
Sash widths up to 1600 mm
Sash heights up to 2360 mm
Manual control of the sash in the tilted position
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Security for what matters to you most

Feels right from the start
Even in the standard version, SIEGENIA-AUBI
hardware offers a high level of security.
With parallel slide and tilt fittings, even with the general
basic security level, it’s been made more difficult for an
opportunist burglar to lever out the sash.

PSK 200-Z
PSK 160

If desired this basic security level can easily be increased
in stages. Ask your window specialist about this.
The technical bit:
SIEGENIA-AUBI parallel slide and tilt fittings offer
locking mushroom cams at all four corners which
can be combined with striker plates made of special
hardened sheet steel.
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PSK 200-Z

Taste you can handle! SIEGENIA-AUBI creat

Silver

Handle, lockable with
cylinder

White

Gear, lockable with
profile cylinder

Brown

Mid-bronze

Handle, lockable internal
and external
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PSK 160

es a moving experience.

Silver

Handle, lockable with
cylinder

White

Gear, lockable with
profile cylinder

Brown

Mid-bronze

Handle, lockable internal
and external
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It all comes down to technology
Opening and closing 15,000 times and more – that
just shows you what goes into your sliding door.
Brand name hardware from SIEGENIA-AUBI doesn’t
only make your windows more secure – it also
provides easy, trouble-free operation, for the whole of
the window’s lifetime. So, look out for the technology
in the window. Your window expert will be happy to
advise you.
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Be quite sure and completely secure

